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Profile  

A highly respected producer, designer & creative technologist. Renowned for delivering the toughest 

projects for the biggest clients often on demanding deadlines whilst engaging client, crew and collaborative 

partners through his sociable and encouraging nature. Extremely experienced in feature film and content 

production he has taken this experience forward into global experiential environments and innovative 

brand experiences. Richard is always experimenting with the latest digital and traditional show craft 

technologies, leading innovation and developing stunning technical and creative elements, which inevitably 

leads to growth and new understanding. Richard has the ability to explain very complex conceptual and 

technical ideas (and issues) to all members on his project team. His calm and pragmatic manor ensures trust 

in his ability to get the job done and achieve truly stunning and innovative results. His clients respect his 

judgment including realistic and pragmatic conversations regarding budget expectations, possibilities and 

limitations. 

 

 

Approach 

Strong leadership and a willingness to educate anyone, department or organisation enables constructive 

delegation to production teams and commissioning of novel and quality suppliers to create brilliant results. 

Broad perspective informs and allows a development team to cope with difficult or novel strategies; this 

encourages invention, qualitative testing and end use rigour. Relied upon by global brands to produce 

incredible results and considered a “secret weapon” for projects that may have failed or been considered 

impossible. His scope of the larger picture and recognition that the smallest detail is equally crucial, 

conveyed through example and demonstration, ensuring all production departments are tuned in. Knowing 

what and when to prioritise relative to time, budget and deliverable outcome.  

 

 

Abilities 

Through constant learning, partnerships and discovery Richard’s expertise is recognised across a number of 

industries most brought into play well before common uptake. Usefully these span practical production, 

conceptual ideation / presentation and development led invention. Combining entirely new or untried 

procedures and processes, his ability to discuss strategy, business development and client needs bearing 

these strands in mind is powerful, persuasive and constructive. 

 

Richard's feature film career covers five major departments and lays the foundation for his creative art 

direction and production / co-ordination skills. Applied in the process of troubleshooter at producer level, 

global content, experiential and specialist film making (scan/slowmo/SFX) elements with VFX tie-in 

oversight:  

 

• Film industry career credits: http://www.imdb.com/name/nm1219844/  

• Further current project information can be found on LinkedIn: www.linkedin.com/in/rgproduct  

• Extensive archive folio available at: www.rgproduct.com  

 

 

 

 



Key Projects 

2018 - Quotem 2m tall digital light communication sculpture. 

Extensive translucent 3DPrinting, addressable Neopixel LED and Bluetooth live update via Android phone 

module. 5V USB powered. Co created with brilliant network of talented coders and technicians.  

Press release and launch promo to follow. 

 

https://vimeo.com/307518753   

 

2018 - Abbey Road Studios RED Hackathon Studio 1. Reinventing music production, Mentor. 

Advising broad strategy, tech design, concept (UX/UI) and approach / presentation for 20 teams accessing 

the SDK and API provided by Microsoft, Juce, Miquido, Chirp etc. 

https://www.abbeyroad.com/news/life-after-hackathon-day-four-2471  

 

2018 - Launched www.Son.im  > Nuclear model agency: Global experiential consultancy. 

Drawing on decades of freelance contacts, collaborative production partners and Industry knowledge to 

curate the very best teams for prestigious projects through innovation and invention.  

Full launch to follow (Son.im = Sound/image). 

 

2017 - @FuseDeep Large format Rugged FDM 3dprinter. Dry lube IGUS gantry. 500x500x1700mm 

Highly collaborative self funded project to make the first non grease lubricated large format 3DPrinter, this 

enables transport and use in hostile environments as well as educational sites. 

 

2016 - Windsor castle/ St.George’s.  Architecturally specific cast epoxy safety element. 

Approached by the Architect to the Queen to consult on and deliver a unique and demanding element for 

the 1020th Order of the Garter day event for HM QEII.  

 

2015 - 3DPrinted wearable tools and equipment: "Survivables" 

Drawing on years of FDM 3DPrinting experience to develop initial demo wearable tool and fashion 

3dprinted jewellery and multi use devices; ongoing innovation and testing. 

 

2014 - BFI 3D Producers Lab: Invited attendee:  http://www.3dcreativesummit.com/  

 

2012 - NASA HOD Don Kessler, Skype x 5 sessions. Self-directed research: Orbital debris:  

Extensive discussion relating to this issue whilst developing “Coalesce” narrative screenplay. 

 

2012 - Disney: Alice in Wonderland 3D experiential co tour leader and senior development creative  

2007 - (3 years full time freelance and further 2 years consult). 

Tight collaboration with BAFTA and EMMY awarded Art Director developing specialist broad technology 

shows for TRON, REAL STEEL, JCOM and Cinderella IP.  Covering all aspects: multi language/territory, 

technology, laser mapping, pop-up, creative leadership, show craft, ambassador training, deck creation, 

demanding logistics, OOH, brand tie-in, global crew/talent/site reconnaissance, H+S/RAMS, corporate 

politics, security and simpatico  

 

1999 - Manager MOL Music-on-line (1 yr) Digital content for SONY MUSIC (UI/UX/AD). 

 

1997 - SLA 3DPrinting post grad, sponsered: B&W and Wedgwood; establishing www.rgproduct.com 

 

1996 - UK Film technician: props – models – moulds- SFX - Film production and design (ongoing). 





 


